17 November, 2014
To whom it may concern
Wedge Holdings Co., Ltd.
Tatsuya Konoshita,
Representative Managing Director & CEO
(Code 2388 TSE JASDAQ Market)
Contact: Yukihiro Yokoyama, Corporate Officer
(Tel: 03-6225-2207)

Announcement for Official Start of New Service Location of
Agricultural Machine Finance Business in Cambodia

We would like to announce that GL Finance PLC (GLF), our group company which operates the
motorcycle finance business in Cambodia, has started 3 new service locations for the agricultural
machine finance business for two days of 14, 15, and 16 November 2014 in quick succession.
GLF has been expanding their business at a dash during the current year in order to take full
advantage of their superiority, where has a business alliance with SET listed major agricultural
machine manufacturer SIAM KUBOTA Corporation Co., Ltd., and can provide finance service to
KUBOTA agricultural machine user on a priority basis. They had strengthened the management team
and increased strong manpower within last third quarter. While these measures will be accelerated
more, new sales locations are also expanding the business area to make the most of these
investment cost.

In the following KUBOTA dealer, GLF has newly started providing of a finance service.
1.
2.
3.

KUBOTA INTERNATIONAL OENG SEANGHY (Banteay Meanchey、from 14-Nov~）
KUBOTA INTERNATIONAL SEANGHY MARBO
(Siem Reap、from 14-Nov~)
KUBOTA YEE CHHUN
(Oddar Meanchey、from 15-Nov~)

After establishment of the above new locations, the number of GLF’s agricultural machine finance
service locations in Cambodia has reached the total of 21*offices.

Photos from the new sales location and map of their sales locations are attached below.

*In the previous news release, we announced that the number of agricultural machine finance service locations in
Cambodia has reached the total of 16 offices. However, it was correctly the total of 18 offices. We sincerely apologize
and correct it.
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KUBOTA OENG SEANGHY

KUBOTA OENG SEANGHY owner and GLF staffs

KUBOTA SEANGHY MARBO

KUBOTA SEANGHY MARBO owner and GLF staffs

KUBOTA YEE CHHUN

KUBOTA YEE CHHUN owner and GLF staffs
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Operating Regions of GLF Agricultural Machines after Establishment
of 3 locations

Thank you.
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